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Motor increase up to l1 KW15 HP

Motor brakes

CAS-LogoPac system

Electrical adjustment of feed speed

ATS system

Motorized adjustment of top spindle

Up-down adjustment of infeed roller

DigiSet

Central location of all lub¡ication points
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economThe sp¡ndle configurations
of the Profimdt 23 É,. I

Iobottom-right-
lefrtop

bottom-right-
left-top-bottom
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This is the Profimat for anyone
who wants to plane and mould

high-quality products
more economically.
V/einig quality !

At a gfeatprice!
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bottom-right-
left-top-universal

bottom-right-
left-top-bottom-universal

Hardened table plate in front of first bottom spindle

Subject to technical alterations.
Statements and illustrations in this brochure may include optional
equipment that is not part of the off-the-shelf scope of supply. Safety
covers partially removed for better illustration. Ask
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Michael Weinig AG, V/einigstrasse 2-4
D -91 9 4l Tauberbischofsheim
TeI: +49 9341/86-0,Fax +49 934117080
Federal Republic of Germany E

Fence for reference engraver adjustable to tool cutting circle

Lateral pressure roller opposite first right spindle

Chainless feed system

Motorized ,,up-down" adjustment of the feed

Fully receiding, segmented chipbreaker in front of top spindle

Full sound and safety capsule

Setting precision of mechanical digital readouts 0.05 mm

Length of straightening table 2m

Range of adjustment of horizontal spindles (axial)
(first bottom spindle excluded) 40 mm

Range of adjustment of vertical spindles (axial) 40 mm

Range of adjustment of straightening table and edge-jointing fence 10 mm

Pneumatic pressure for feed rollers, max. 6 ba¡

Driven roller in the outfeed, diameter 101 mm

Width of rollers opposite left spindle 1x50mm, lx16mm

Feed roller width 2x50mm

Feed roller diameter 140 mm

Feed speed, intìnitely variable 5 to 24 rrì,/min.

Tool cutting circle, universal spindle, min. to max 100-200 mm

Tool cutting circle, horizontal spindles, min. to max. 100-200 mm

Tool cutting circle, vertical spindles, min. to max. 100-200/180 mm

Tool cutting circle. I st bottom spindle, min. to max. 125-145 mm

Spindle diameter 40 mm

Spindle speed 6,000 rpm

Motor capacity of the feed 2.2KWt3HP

Motor capacity, vertical spindles 5.5 KW7.5 HP

Motor capacity, horizontal spindles 4 KW5.5 HP

Number of spindles, min. to max. 4-6

Working height (at a tool cutting circle of 125 mm) 8-120 mm

Working width (at a tool cutting circle of 125 mm) 20-230 mm
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The prct¡mæ 23 E.This mach¡ne is þu¡ltwith many of
the same components used in the Prcd
of the powefful Weinig Unimtr Class.
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This is why we can offer this machine at such

an excellent price. This is why it is so efficient.

The base: made of solid cast-iron guarantees

extremely smooth running. The high-
precision spindles, spindle slides, bed plates,

fences and pressure elements are designed and

manufactured to demanding specifications to
provide the outstanding quality of the products

that you demand from a genuine Weinig.
Pneumatic pressure for feed rollers. Cardan

drive system utilizing universal joints in the

feed wheel shafts transferring driving power

to the product through patented feed wheels.

The same features as on the Weinig high-speed

machines. All these features ensure positive

worþiece drive through the machine. (And
longer service life!) Axial adjustment for all
spindles. All adjustments are at one height, and

the digital readouts! That's operating comfort!
Finally, this V/einig machine has earned the

CE quality mark, the guarantee for the highest
safety level attainable for woodworking
machinery.
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,,What are thefutures?"
Planes more smoothly than
you have before.
Moulding: Furniture
components, windows, doors,

ornamental mouldings,
frames, broom sticks, toys.

And a lot more.
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,,Who trains us7'
The factory trained Weinig
technician who installs the

Profimat 23 E in your
workshop will train you and
your staff. You'll be able to
use your Profimat to the full
from the very first day on.

,,Do I hnve mough space
inmyworkshopþr the
hofimnt 23 E?"
Yes! Although this is a five-
spindle machine it is only
3.3 m long and 1.5 m wide.
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accordance with DIN
standard!

has been

quality


